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Fifth Monsanto Lecture Held
By Greg Copp
Associate News Editor

deterrence of accidents and
compensation of injuries. But
Epstein points out that auto
insurance rates themselves
(higher for poor risk drivers,
lower for low risks) can provide
a powerful stimulus to safer
driving habits.
However, the political
realities are such, says Epstein,
that once a state requires
compulsory auto insurance, it
will also require insurance

paperwork.
The state
specifically assumed all the
insurance risk, and kept to its
word- - until this year,.by which
time the debt on that program
had reached $3.5 billion. At
that point, the state, which had
failed to · adequately fund the
program through taxes, levied a
$900 million assessment against
the insurance companies - - for
"mismanagement" of all things,
according to Epstein. That
assessment is currently the
subject of vigorous litigation on
both sides.
With Proposition 103,
California has tried to control
auto insurance rates· with
restrictions on underwriting
discretion that mandate using
specific weighting factors in
setting rates. Those factors are
the insured's driving record for
safety, the annual miles driven,
driving experience, and "such
other
factors
as
the
commissioner may adopt by
regulation." Epstein says the
problem with this is that those
factors are of relatively small
use in predicting accidents as
opposed to the determinants
established by standard
actuarial practice, which give
heavy emphasis to age, gender,
marital status, and especially
territory.
"Whether you believe it or
not," said Epstein, "if you
happen to drive in Beverly Hills,
and you happen to cross that
intersection with Wilshire
Boulevard and Westwood, you
are more likely to be involved in
an accident tha n if you're
driving north of Fresno where
there turns out to be one c~
and six cars to the mile."
The result of this tampering
with accident determinant
factors has been to increase
premiums in non-urban areas
and decrease premiums in
Cities, which is a distortion of
the actual insurance markets.
With the imposition of

One of his students once
said: "Keeping up with the flow
of ideas in a lecture by Richard
Epstein is like trying to hold a
Dixie cup under Niagra Falls."
And the voluble Epstein was
equal to his reputation
November 1 in the fifth annual
Monsanto Lecture on Tort Law
Reform and Jurisprudence at
abor Auditorium as he
unleashed a rapid-fire torrent of
criticism of state regulation in
the automoblie insurance
industry.
Epstein, The James Parker
Distinguished
Service
Professor of Law at the
University of Chicago, titled his
lecture, "A Clash of Two
Cultures: Will Tort Law Survive
Automobile Insurance Reform?"
His short answer was that the
theory will survive, but it is
questionable that the system
will.
Epstein's complaints with
Prof. Richard Epstein '
auto insurance reform are companies licensed to do
basically two, and they both business in that state to insure
deal with ignoring economic some low risk drivers. This is
signals sent whe n insurance done through assigned risk
rates are set in competitive pools, where low risk drivers
markets
unfettered
by are provided insurance
~-- ~-r~ egl!lation. He contends that
v r
u o i ura ce rates by
e insurers wou d ordinarily
tate fia t through mandat ory demand for the level of risk.
assigned risk pools, or, as in Insurers can only hope to
California, by tying rates to an recoup the built-in losses of
unrealistic set of accident their percentage of the assigned
determinant factors, results in risk pool by charging higher
economic instability in that Premium price s in the
market by depriving insurers of voluntary market And that can
their con titutionally protected be a very tricky proposition
right to a chance at a fair return when, as happened in California
on their investment.
between 1983 and 1989, the
But a deeper concern is that numbers of applicants swelled
ignor ing market signals and dra matically in the assigned
regulating rates serves to keep risk pool while the state refused
poor drivers on the highways to raise rates in that pool.
without a fmancial incentive to
New Jersey, in 1983, tried to
improve their driving skills - - stabilize its financially shaky
and to fo rce good drivers to as signed ri sk pool by
ubsidize insurance for the bad underwriting t hose policies
drivers.
itself, while paying insurance
Tort law aims to provide companies to do the actual
see Copp, page 2
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Lo an Repaytnent Program Gathers Support

By Paul Landskroener
Contributor

The Equal Justice Alliance
(EJA) has begun to gather
s tu dent support for a Loan
R payment As i tan e Program
O...RAP) for law graduate who
choose to tart their careers
working for the public intere t.
The program will help law
graduate who work for low
paying public in teres Ia~
organizations repay thetr
student loan obligations, thus
making it possible for them to
accept public interest work.
The proposal for the LRAP
has been developed this fall by
members of the EJA after
resear hing program at thirty·
fo r other law
chool ,
conducting a survey of
Valparai o students, . and
receiving a i ance from the

" . . . students will be
aske d t o donate two
hours salary per month
fr om t heir summe r
cler 'ng jobs to support
the (program)."
ational A ociation for Public
Interest Law. The program
con ists of making grants to
graduates working for public
interest law organizations. The
amount of the grants is to be
calculated by making up the
difference between a certain
percentage of the graduate's
income and his or her annual
loan repayment obligation. This
would enable many law school
graduate" to accept low-paying
public intere t jobs that they
would therwi e not be able to
accept due to large monthly
student loan payments.

Altho ugh preci se details
have not been determined, an
example may be considered to
illustrate the idea. During the
first year out of law school, the
graduate would be expected to
pay 1% of his or her income
towards loan repayment; the
LRAP would then make up the
difference between that amount
and the total loan repayment
obligation that year. The next
year, the graduate would be
expected to pay 2% of his or her
income, and so forth for ten
years until the loans are repaid.
The EJA proposes that the
LRAP be funded from four
sources. First, the law school
administration will be asked to
provide a number of full tuition
scholarships for new students
who have demonstrated a

see Landskroener, page 2
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Lugar Visits Law School
Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor

communist countries like
Vietnam were embracing freemarket ideas. He related that
Senator Richard Lugar (R- he had found out from the
IN) addressed the students and Vietnamese Prime and Foreign
faculty of the law school on Ministers that Vietnam had
"Peace, Democracy, and abolished all farm subsidies in
Change in the 1990's" in Tabor support of open market
Auditorium,
Wednesday, agricultural policies. High
October 31, 1990.
ranking Vietnamese officials
After being introduced by were being acquainted with the
Dean Gaffney, Senator Lugar
delivered his lecture. The
central theme was the
prospects and challenges that
the United States will face in
the 1990's, after the decade of
the 1980's which saw the
triumph of democracy and
capitalism throughout the
world.
Lugar related that in the
1980's, we confronted the
Soviet Union and communism
in the world, as we had for the
past three decades, because
their policies contradicted with
our ideals of personal liberty
Sen. Richard Lugar
and a free market economy.
works
of noted conservative
Thus, we wound up supporting
economists
such as Milton
unsavory regimes, such as
Friedman.
M arcos • ·m th e Ph'l'
·
1 tppmes .
Not all countries have been
Lugar, h owever, rna d e a
to make this change, said
able
distinction
between
Lugar.
China has regressed
authoritarian regimes, such as
after making some progress,
Marcos,• an d t otal'ta
·
the Soviet Union's
· t u1 mon.
·nan ones, and
sue h as th e soVIe
continues
to
e u.S. supported the economy
deteriorate. Lugar stated that ,
transition to democracy in the
"Gorbachev wants to hang on
Philippines, and last year, as
to
his office at the expense of
events unfolded, throughout
improving the economy. Lugar
the world. This transition, from
continued by saying that our
tyranny and regulated, highly
goal is to encourage these
al'
d
k
a1
centr tze mar ets to person
countries to move towards
l'b
1 erty an d free mar k e t s,
democracy.
d'
t
L
·
h
accor mg o ugar, 1s w ere
Lugar also admitted that the
the chaIIenge .~or
&
th e futur e 11es.
'
U.S.
was not a perfect market
He stated th at th'1s peno
· d will
economy. A conflict will
be a difficult one.
One of Lugar's examples continue between the need to
was Poland. The first country regulate, and the desire to deregulate and maintain a hands·
to hold free an d open e1ectwns
off approach. Failures such as
.
fifty
in Eastern Europe m over
the
Saving and Loan bail-ou t
years, the Poles were
but we need to strive
occur,
abandoning the failed principles
forward.
Said Lugar, "It will be
· 1·tsm ·m favo r of free
of soc1a
difficult
to
regulate
· an d open mar ke t s,
enterpnse
technological
advances
such as
un bn'dl e d by t he b ur densome the electronic markets." He
yoke
of
governmental
regulation. Lugar stated that drew an analogy between
regulating
electronic
on a visit to Washington, the information and regulating
Polish Finance Minister had
ideas. Both are extremely
told him that Poland was trying
difficult and probably counterto become the first country to
productive to a free and open
make a transition from
socialism t o capitalism. In society.
M ter concluding his
order to accomplish that, the
address,
Lugar answered
Poles are planning a thorough
questions
from
the students ·
free market plan for their
and
faculty.
On
the
question of
economy.
democracy on the African
That such a transition would
continent, especially in Kenya,
not be easy was unquestioned.
Lugar responded that because
Lugar stated that all of th e
of domestic budget concerns
Easter n European countries
and the crisis' elsewhere in the
were moving forward to
word, this was for now a low
democracy and capitalism, not
priority area fo r Congress.
backwards, to socialism. Lugar
Nevertheless, Lugar stated the
briefly touched on the German
Congress was concerned about
transiti-on, speculating that it the region, and was trying to
would be easier for the former
promote democracy in So uth
communist state because it was Africa, end civil wars in Angola
absorbed by a vibrant, and Mozamibque, and help
economically successful state in Egypt assert leadership in the
the west.
northern part of the continent.
Lugar said that even some
There were several question
traditionally
hard-line
j

see Buska, page 2
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Plunkett Delivers Habeas Corpus Lecture
By Alex Moskovic
Managing Editor
Distinguished jurist-inResidence Paul E. Plunkett, of the
U.S.
District Court for the
Northern District of Illinois,
addressed the topic of "Habeas
Corpus" to students and faculty at
the VU School of Law on October
30.

1udge Plunkett was appointed to
the District Court by President
Reagan in 1982. Prior to his
appointment, Plunkett served as a
U.S. Attorney, as a partner at
Nisen, Elliot & Meier, and as a
partner at Mayer, Brown & Platt.
Aside from serving on the bench,
Plunkett contributes to legal
education as an instructor at John
Marshall law School.
Habeas Corpus is the latin term
for "You have the body". The name
is given to a variety of writs used to
bring a party before a court or
judge. The primary function of the
writ is to release one from unlawful
imprisonment.
Black's Law
Dictionary. "The great Writ is
interested in finding people who
are where they don't belong,"
explained Plunkett. The two
factors a court will look for when
deciding such cases arc: a
fundamentally fair trial which does
not have eriou Constitutional
problems, and confidence in the
result 0 ne situation he offered as
an example is where the is ue in a
case i whether the defendant has
been proven guilty beyond a
rea onable doubt
Plunkett is a proponent of the
Writ of Habeas Corpus. "I love the
Writ," asserted Plunkett However,
despite being Constitutionally
protected, •it is currently under
attack. • Opponents of the Writ are
concerned with the burden it
causes on judicial economy. A case
involving the Writ takes &10 years
to go completely through both the
state and federal courts. This is a
valid concern, according to
Plunkett, since •justice delayed is
justice denied." Plunkett does not
agree, however, that the delay the
courts experience is caused by the
Writ. Rather, he feels the delay is
caused by the post-conviction
proceedings which are a part of the
Illinois system. These proceedings
•accomplish absolutely nothing,"
stated Plunkett In Illinoi . there
are currently about 120 people
und r death sentences.
During hi eight year on the
federal bench, Plunkett's intere t
and upport for the Writ of Habeas
Corpus has continued to increase.
On irritant expre sed by Plunkett
i the tandard of review by which
he i constrained when attempting
to appropriately apply the law to the
d ci ions of lower court . The
tandard handed down by the U.S.
Supr me Court in jackson v.
Virginia require a lower court's
deci ion to be determined
irrational" before it can be
di turbed on r vi w. Accordingly,
even her a judg may have
riou concern a to whether a
d f nda nt wa proven guilty
b yond a r a onable doubt, th
d ci ion may not be di tu r b d
unl
the dcci ion can b deemed
•irrational• by th r v· wing judge.
'"Thi tandard i awfully tou h!• he
e claim d. Plunkett finds it
diffi ult to ev r l bel a d · ion of a
fellow juri t as •irrational.
To demonstrate hi concerns
more clearly, Plt~nkett di cussed
U. . ex rei. Short
Warden of
Stateville Prison .
a e that he
decid d thi y ar that will b
d by th U. . Court of
Ap al r th 7th Cir uit
ln hort , an armed
urity
guard w murd red whil walking

past the headquarters of a large
gang. The police arrested Steve
Shore after rece1vmg an
anonymous tip that he had killed
the victim. Plunkett described
Shore as a proven responsible
citizen who had served in the army
for two years and never had a
single arrest. When questioned
about the murder, Shore told the
police that he did not commit the
murder, but that he knew who did.
He informed the police that when
he was riding his bicycle past the
area, he saw two men who he knew
as gang members run from the
scene after one of them shot the
victim. After learning that they
became suspects, the gang
members insisted that they saw
Shore kill the woman. Both gang

Judge Paul E. Plunkett
members had prior convictions,
which included one for armed
robbery. Both the police and
prosecutors chose to believe the
gang members.
Shore was eventually indicted
and a bench trial was held. Among
the witnesses called by the State
were the two gang members and a
woman who lived in a nearby
building. During the trial, the gang
members restated that they saw
Shore kill the victim and that he
then ran past them. The woman
also offered testimony linking
Shore to the murder, when she
testified that although she did not
actually witness the murder, she
did see Shore just beforehand and
that he had a gun. She also
testified that she saw him talking
with the gang members that day.
Among the witnesses called by
the defendant was a man who drove
past the scene as the murder took
place. This witness offered
testimony which described the man
he aw at the scene, but the
description did not match the
characteristics of Shore. This
witne s also testified that he
observed the man flee the scene
with another man. Plunkett
explained that this testimony does
not fit that which was offered by
the two gang members earlier in
the trial.
Also testifying for the defendant
was a law student who worked on
the case. He revealed that while
interviewing the two gang
members, one of them told him that
they lied about the murder to the
police, but would refuse to reveal
the truth for fear that he would be
convicted of perjury. T he trial
judge accepted all of this testimony
a true.
Other witnesse called by the
defendant were his two younger
istcr who testified that the two
gang members came to their hou e
and said tha if Shore does not keep
his mouth hut, they would both be
killed. After the trial, one of these
girl wa thrown off of a building
and killed by member of the gang.
The trial judge refused to accept
any. of thi te timony as per uasive.
a d upon thi evidence, the trial
judge found the defendant guilty.
The is u brought before
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Roe v. Wade: Should it be Overturned?
Thursday, November 15, 1990 4pm Classroom D

Professors Bodensteiner and Potts
Plunkett was whether Shore could
bring a Writ of Habeas Corpus? 1L---------------------------'
Plunkett responded to this question Landskroener, from page 1
in the negative only because he
could not go so far as to say the commitment to public interest per month to the LRAP for ten
trial judge's decision was work and who express an intent years. This commitment will
"irrational" even though it was to continue in that work as a ensure that graduates' pledges
obvious to him that Shore was not lawyer. The administration will will go to support students
proven guilty beyond a reasonable also be asked to provide in-kind from their own law school
doubt. This denial was affirmed by support such as clerical and years.
the 7th Circuit. "This case
Finally, the EJA will solicit
bothered me; I didn't like- it when I mailings in administering the
funds
from outside foundations
program.
Finally,
the
decided it. I wrote in part of the
and
the
legal community. One
administration
will
be
asked
to
opinion that had I been the trial
judge, I would have decid~d the provide the administrative idea is to campaign for Indiana
case the other way, • explained support necessary to gather to initiate an IOLTA (Interest
Plunkett.
on Lawyers' Trust Accounts)
and distribute the funds.
Fortunately for Shore, and for
Second, students will be distribution to help fund legal
the conscience of Plunkett, the case asked to help fund the program services for the poor in general,
did not end here. A few years after in several ways. First, by
includin~ the LRAP. Ondiana is
the trial, the woman who gave
agreeing to raise the student the only state without some
testimony that linked Shore to the
murder, testified in court that she fee by $10 per semester with form of IOLTA).
The EJA will be meeting
had lied at the trial. She admitted the proceeds going directly to
with
various
student
LRAP.
Second,
the
students
that Shore did not have a gun when
she saw him, that she did not see will be asked to donate two organizations through the end
him with the gang members and hours salary per month from of the semester to present the
that she only saw him some 8 hours their summer clerking jobs to LRAP proposal and to seek
before the murder. She stated that support the LRAP. Finally, support and feedback. Once
she only lied because she feared students will hold other fund- sufficient student support is
she would have problems with the
raising events during the gathered, the LRAP proposal
gang if she testified otherwise.
After learning of this false school year to fund the will be presented to Dean
testimony, Plunkett decided there program. An example would be Gaffney and the faculty for their
was no longer sufficient evidence to the walk-a-thon the EJ A consideration and input. We
prove Shore guilty beyond a conducted in October which anticipate that a joint studentreasonable doubt.
raised money for the summer faculty committee could work
Plunkett began spending most o public interest fellowships.
out the necessary details before
his time on the case at this point.
Third, faculty will also be the end of the school year for
"If I was unhappy before, I was
asked to pledge a certain implementation next fall.
angry now," asserted Plunkett.
For more information about
Ironically, the only obstacle percentage of their income
towards
the
program.
the
LRAP or to volunteer to
between Plunkett and justice was
Fourth,
VUSL
graduates
will
help
get it off the ground,
the law. jackson u Virginia, which
held that a lower court decision be asked to contribute 1% of contact Bonnie Schaaf (3L),
could only be disturbed on review· their annual salary or the Judy Nolde (lL), or Paul
it was "irrational, • was still good equivalent of one billable hour Landskroener (3L).
law. Also, the law d i s f a v o r e d l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - recanting witnesses because of the Buske from page 1
difficulty in determining hether
'
the witness is telling the truth on the situation in the Persian rejected any similarities
about lying at trial However, there Gulf, and roles which the U.S. between Iraq's invasion of
is some law that says on Habeas will play. Lugar stated that Kuwait and Israel's possession
Corpus, a federal judge may although the U.S.
was of its administered territories.
cons!der a re~ting witness _when concerned about establishing a
Finally, on German remaking a deciston. A~cordmgly, new world order, as well as unification, Lugar stated that
Plunkett granted the Wnt of Habeas th
·
'd
t'
Corpus.
o er ec?nomtc const era ton, keeping a united Germany
In his opinion Plunkett asserts our mam concern was the within NATO, as well as the
that "the case wa~ weak before; but prospect of Sadaam Hussein European Community should
now its pathetic." He explained remaining in power with his prevent the emergence of
that there was not one single military infrastructure intact. German
militarism
and
witness left that he had any "The problem," related Lugar, dominance over the European
confidence
in
whatsoever. "is that the next time Hussein continent. "There are no
However, despite the State's resorts to military adventurism, guarantees," Lugar said, "but
obvious failure to meet its burden, he might have nuclear weapons maintaining strong, democratic
the real question is whether the
decision to convict was "irrational." at his disposal." When asked if institutions, along with a free
Because the lower court's factual Congress would grant the market economy offer the
findings were entirely inconsistent President a declaration of war greatest assurances (of a stable,
with one another, Plunkett held that should he be asked, Lugar non-threatening Germany)."
the decision was, in fact, irrational. responded, "Yes."
Refreshments provided by
The chances that Plunkett's
Lugar also stated that the the law school were served in
decision will be affirmed by the 7th U.S. will try to remain within the Atrium following the
Circuit seem slim since the court the framework of United presentation.. Attendance was
has already affirmed his denial o Nations cooperation. He also estimated at 200.
the writ and the only thing that has
changed isthefactthat thereis

_C________fr
_________________________________________
now a recanting witness to which
opp, om page 1

the courts generally disfavor.
&
'Th e question th at .ts now betore
the court which has never been
addressed: is what do you mean the
conviction must be 'irrational?'"
Plunkett concluded his lecture by
answering this question the only
way he knew how when he
~ym~athetically stated, "it sure is
!ITatlonal to me to have Steve Shore
in prison today while I'm down here
.
t a lk .mg t o you fo lk s a t ·uva 1para1so
Law School"
·
Plunkett informed the audience
thatatwentyminutesegmentofthe
Shore case will be aired on 60
Minutes sometime within the next
two.weeks. He lastly requested the
audtence to keep an eye out for the
advance s heets, promi ing that ·
· · ·IS no t reversed , he WI.11
h.IS deCISIOn
come back and "we'll have a party."

p roposthon
··
h
103, t e courts

have held that the vo lu ntary
insurance m~rket cau l,~ ~o
longer be requrred to substdJ..Ze
California's assigned risk pool.
That decision is being appealed.
If t he decision is -upheld,
E pstein says assigned risk pool
rates will more than d ouble
B 'f · ·
d ·
·
u. t 1 tt ts reverse , msurers
w tll be hard pressed to cover
their assigned risk pool losses
in the voluntary market
because
of
t he
tight
regulations.
Epstein says by ignoring
age, sex , marital statu s and
ter r itor y factors in setti ng rates
C l'f
· ·
' d'
" '
a 1 •orma
I S prov1 m g
an
•
•
•
tmphctt subst dy for the most

dangerous segments of the
driving public by the least
dangerous."
Epstein allows that
regulation may be proper to
discipline a natural monopoly,
but says it is ludicrous to think
of an industry like auto
insurance --which has nearly
3,000 com p etitors do in g
b u si ne ss in a state like
California- -as a monopoly.
"The ostensible end of these
reg ulations is to control r a tes
and to protect the poor," s ays
Eps tein . "But the co stly a nd
bl ood y
statutory
initiatives . .. lead
to
a
deterioration of market controls
against accident rates."
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Profs Should Self-Exatnine
By Robert German
Columnist

about six professors at this
school.
What is the remedy? I'm not
This article is directly aimed sure. Gerry Spence, one of the
at the professors at the nation's best trial lawyers,
Valparaiso School of Law who believes that law school
are the problem professors professors are the drones and
causing low grades and student morticians of the profession.
discontent. At what point does While I do not believe that all
your academic freedom our professors fit into these
interfere with the student's categories, however, I do find
right to get what they earned several professors in this school
fitting those molds.
and paid for?
I recognize that students
One remedy is possibly selfmust tow the line, work hard to examination. Take a long, hard
master the material, and then look at yourselves and ask what
regurgitate that material back at am I doing, why am I teaching?
exam time. I also recognize Am I feeding my ego, am I
that the professor must deal really teaching and motivating
fairly with the students by students, am I in touch with
presenting a coherent and student's concerns and needs?
understandable lesson plan. Finally, am I teaching at a level
ey must help to motivate and which the students can
Am
I
push students to maximize their comprehend?
intellectually above or below my
potential.
For about one half dozen students?
After you have answers to
professors employed at this
school, the above is not those questions then correct
happening. Why? Lack of the problem. Motivate yourself,
motivation, boredom, ego take a sabbatical, resign or take
problems, lost desire to teach, whatever steps are necessary to
professor burn-out? Only you fix the problem.
The majority of the
can answer that question.
I submit that whatever the professors are doing a great job.
problem is you should identify To you, keep doing whatever
and deal with it. Dean Gaffney you are doing. Don't become
admitted that this school is a complacent or burned out. You
tuition based school. This are truly shaping tomorrow's
simply is not a good situation. I legal community.
uggest that one reason for the
To the students, fill out those .
lack of endowment , lar e
ea er eva uatio . elieve it
donations, etc. i
e gra uate'
feeling of not getting a fair deal. or not, they do make a
I have spoken with numerous difference. They are read and
~ludents from past graduates to evaluated. They are a tool that
incoming first years and they can be used by "whoever" is in
say, "I will never give one penny charge to deal with the problem
back to this school." They professors. Don't just circle the
further state that the major number, make comments, both
reason for that attitude is due to good and bad.

From the Editor
By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief

Cheer and Jeers
Che rs:
I echo
the
comments of 1ay Hoffman
regarding the recent influx
of speakers at the law
chool. The more the
merrier! Let'
hope it
continue .
eers: I am reminded once

again of the Bork fiasco last
ear, where various parties
abotaged the prospective
visit of tJ e 011etime Supreme
Court nominee. If the rumors
are tr e that there may be
another visit in the making, I
am hopeful that the new
Dean will take a more
representative role in
assuring that Free Speech
applies to all political
viewpoints.
Cheer : to
ELC for
organizing the faculty
auction at the recent
Hallow n Party. The
MELC t r rai d a bundle
of mon y for a good cau e.

Still, you have to wonder
about someone who would
bid $160 (and lose) for a
dinner date with Dean
Gaffney!

jeers: for the continuing
distasteful atmospheric
conditions in the Men's
Restroom. I guess the recently
signed into law Clean Air
Act doesn't apply to public
restrooms.
Cheers: to 3L Jeff Mortier
for his recent completion o
the Chicago Marathon with
a lightning speed time that
qualified him for the Boston
Marathon. And this was
after he just recovered from
a serious auto accident!
Congrats to 3L Rick Wright
a well for his completion o
the grueling race!

Quippable Quote: from an
unnamed law school dean ,
after conducting an extensive
search of an unnamed law
school library: "I 've never
heard of a law library that
doesn 't carry the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure!" ?!?
Say it ain't so!
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Letters to the Editor
Secure in Anonymity

The Ugly Law Student Appears

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:
the grades they will likely
Attention lLs:
receive. Their futures are at
The Ugly American is back stake and there is no indication
from Europe and has enrolled that the grading system will be
at the Valparaiso University any different this year. Why
School· of Law. The Ugly wait until it is too late? And I
American is now an Ugly Law disagree with you about the
Student and has written a locker situation. How will your
Letter to the Editor entitled, admonition to "remember that
we are all paying the same
"lL's Should Grin and Bear It."
Ugly law students arrogate tuition" comfort the lL who is
to themselves a superiority not afforded locker space? Isn't
which stems from a variety of that the point? (Maybe the SBA
circumstances. Class rank, Constitution should have an
age, summer internships, and equal protection clause). But
the blind pursuit of a cause are these issues are neither here
but a few. In the instant case, nor there; this letter was
Ugly adopts a condescending written because I disagree with
attitude based on the date that the tenor of your Letter and the
he or she enrolled in law attitude behind it.
Query: If Ugly begins a new
school.
The Ugly law students job after law school only to find
usually behave as though this that he or she, the first year
law school defines ones value, associate, has no desk and will
worth, rights, and privileges. be paid less than any lawyer at
Consistent with this ideology, similarly situated firms~ will
Ugly says that the lLs "have Ugly simply "grin and bear it?"
First year students, save a
not earned anything yet."
Unbeknownst to some, life copy of "Grin and Bear it" and
exists apart from law school reread it throughout your law
and the law (thank God), and school careers. Maybe if you
your station at Valpo is neither remember the article you will
your station in life nor a avoid becoming Ugly Jaw
justification to treat others students when you are the big
without respect. Ugly it is YOU fish in this little sea.
and not the 1Ls that need to be
reminded of who and where
I remain, Yours in Juris,
you arel
A Concerned 3L, Phred Macraz
1 disagree with you, gly. ( "g na ture published upon
lLs should be concerned with request).

Humbly to the editor in
regard to the lL's Should Grin
and Bear It letter in the
October 24, 1990 issue o.f the

Forum:
Forced Reply
I know I've seen your kind
before,
you love to strut and talk.
But when it's time to go to war
It's you who always balk.
You can run and you can hide
Until you find some guts.
But 'til that day, I have no time
For those who have no nuts.
"Sincerely yours" and left
unsigned,
Need I say much more?
Secure in anonymity
She has become your whore.
I've heard before your golden
rule,
I reckon it was Mark Twain:
"Remain unknown, be not a
fool".
But, alas, I've signed my name.
Sincerely,
Larry Dembinski, lL

Kick and Scream!

Dear Editor:
I would like to say to he
"concerned upperclassman"
who so pointedly whined and
bitched about complaining lL's
that maybe he/she ought to
step back and see just how
foolish his/her article now D
Ed"t
makes him/her look to all of ear 1 or:

Grin and Bear It: Round II

However, demanding that
your papers be graded on time
is not the way to earn the
us. First, none of the lL's that I
Attel nhtion ll.sb,
d
respect of the other students or
.
"
·
t
ave
o
serve
your
kn ow exp~l t anythttmg, ~~en
reactions to my previous letter the faculty (I'm referring to the
us on a Sl ver p1a er. vve are
.
.t
.1r
t
k h d t 0 and have not been surpnsed. notice on the T.A. bulletin
0
QUt e wt. mg
wor
ar
You have reacted as I expected board). We have been here a
get a fatr· hgrade· and. we balso you wou ld : WI"th ou t th"m k"mg.r lot longer than you have; we
h ave a ng t to mqmre a out I'
have worked harder than any of
m sure th at th e e d't
1 ors of th e
those grades we have already
. d . Le 1 W ·r
] t Forum have been ·mun d ated you have yet. You have not
recetve m ga n. mg. us with responses to my first proven anything except that
because we are ftrst year letter, stating that I don't know you can brief cases and write
s~udents does. not me?n we what I'm talking about, short memos. Instead of
gtve up the chOice to object or
. .
. .
.. .
h t. h
. t behtthng me for not stgnmg my spouting off at the mouth
cnttcMIZe w af IS appe~mgf 0 name, or complaining about me without thinking, the best way
us.
any o us are paymg or .
a1
"ll
h 1 to prove me wrong would be to
th" }"tt}
tr' thr
h h ll fr
ill gener . 1 WI restate W Y
Is 1 e tp
oug e om wrote the letter.
do well on finals. This would
our own pockets and as far as I
M
b h 10
· d th fi t show that you studied, learned
am concerned, we have
Y purpose e
e rr~
h
d th
· ht t 0 letter was to put law school m the material, and dealt with a
pure ~se
e ng
perspective for you. As I stated, little adversity.
. ~
h
(
comp1am.
I suggest that you put your
1
. won der ful th at aw
sc oo 1d"tsn t easy . has you
Second, 1.t IS
.
wt 11 soon 1scover wtt your noses in the books, be quiet,
.
th e Law Sch oo l t oo k m so many fir
)
. ·
.
b t th
st set of finals , nor 1s tt some check your egos (advice given
e k" d
f
d
d
s t u d en t s th 1s year, u
.. tr t. ·
ht t h
m
o
un ergra uate to you in your orientation
a d mtms a 10n oug
o ave 1
d h
11 • f ·
. d ]'ttl f
th
ht p aygroun , w ere a 1s air packets), and do your best to
exercise a 1 e ore oug
d
h
·
.
"th
th
k
researc assignments can prove me wrong. If you do all
1oc er an
w h en d. ea1mg WI
e
b
d
·
1
d o of this, I will be the first to
Th" .
rd e one m groups (pease
1
space ·~sue.
~ IS a va 1 your own work!). Law school is congratulate you. Good luck!
c~mpl~tn~, especially when hard (in a Nutshell!). If you
VIewed
m
class work har d, you will survive
· an d
Sincerely,
·
If light of
. growmg
·
stzes.
provisions are not become an integral part of this
The Concerned Upperclassman
made now to remedy the locker law school.
room space, tlien when should ----------~----::-----:-------such provisions be made? complained
to
the choose to do.
When we get even more administration on behalf of all
Fourth, if you are going to
students next year? The year students.
whine and complain in a
after?
Third, I believe it is a good publication again, could you
I am sorry some of you had thing that you survived your identify yourself? That way I
to give up your locker for us. If first year. I intend to also can avoid the awkward
you did so voluntarily, than you survive mine as well, but I won't refere~ces I had to use in my
were not acting in your own do it the same way you did it. I first paragraph.
Sincerely,
best interest. If you were may' kick and scream the whole
Patrick G. McCarthy, lL
forced to give up your locker way through if that is what I
for one of us, you should have

°
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Letters to the Editor, continued...
Dear Editor:
Attention dear "concerned
upperclassman,"
I just want to thank you for
your gentleness in setting us
"lL's" straight. You have
succeeded in reminding us who
we are and just exactly where
we are. For a moment I guess I
just forgot that I am no longer at
"some little undergraduate
institution."
Why, by God , I'm in Law
School! Gust saying that brings
a swell of pride to my heart; did
you notice that I capitalized Law
School?) I guess that for
$10,000 I just naturally thought I
would get my education passed
to me on a silver platter. Who
would blame a naive 1L? And to
think that I would expect a
locker for my tuition dollar!
My face flushes with
embarrassment
at
my
realization of how arrogant I
must seem to a mature, knowhow-things-work-around-here
upperclassman. I would like to
thank
you
"concerned
upperclassman" for seeing past
my selfishness and giving me
your locker. Why, with all you
have been through (carrying
heavy books, briefing cases, and
fighting for computer space)
you have earned the privilege of

a locker.
Maybe we could make a deal.
Just stop by my locker and we
will split the locker space up. Of
cour se in deference to your
experience you will get a larger
portion of the space than I will
but hey, you deserve it. Why, I
guess the only thing that I don't
like about you is your
patronizing attitude and your
vernacular.
"Concerned upperclassman,"
with hard work and continued
diligence you might just be an
attorney someday. Perhaps you
should avoid using phrases like
"quit bitching" and "suck it up."
How inarticulate it makes you
sound!
Also, while we are groping
with your tactful reminder of
who we are and where we are
(Law School!!!) perhaps you too
should take a moment of selfexamination. Requesting to
have your name withheld might
make some arrogant lL's (only
those few who failed to
appreciate you taking your
precious time to help us with
out glaring shortcomings) think
you are a coward.
Sincerely,
Andy Chapman, 1L

Organizations Commended
Zieba for moderating, and also
thank Mike Swart and Terry
I would like to comment all Boesch for serving as panelists.
the organizations involved in I also would like to apologize to
nn m
r to o r hoo those members of the faculty
administration, name y
--~ l•his year, and cha leng a 1 an
groups to continue this avid Prof. Paul Brietzke and
pursuit of the dissemination of Associate Dean Bruce Berner,
who were unduly burdened by
outside thoughts and ideas.
my bad judgement in
scheduling
the debate opposite
The debate between the two
U.S. Congressional Candidates the speaking time of the
Jurist
in
for the Fifth District of the great Distinguished
tate of Indiana, sponsored by Residence.
I apologize for any problems
The Federalist Society and the
Vidette-Messenger. was a I may have caused and I
success. The debate drew an sincerely hope that everything
audience of one hundred came off smoothly despite my
seventy-five people, with the bad call.
majority consisting of local
Sincerely,
citizens.
Dear Editor:

I would like to thank Jim

Jay Hoffman, 2L
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Updike Puts Rabbit to Rest in Latest Novel
By George F. Will
Washington- Rabbit has
come to rest as he should have,
from heart failure at an early
age, a death brought on by his
undisciplined surrender to the
of
petty
temptation
indulgences. The question is, Is
Rabbit us?
"Rabbit at Rest," J ohn
Updike's fourth and very final
novel about Harry "Rabbit"
Angstrom, begins at a Florida
airline t er~inal. Rabbit, 55
year s old and 45 pounds
overweight, is simultaneously
suffering intimations of his
terminal
illness-chest
pains-and an irresistible
craving for a candy bar. The
book ends, many such
surrenders later, with Rabbit
hospitalized, sagging toward a
death that might have been
forestalled by sensible habits or
serious surgery, which he
rejected.
The preceding installments
in this unique literary
genre-this epic of the
mundane-were "Rabbit Run"
(1960), "Rabbit Redux" (1971)
and Rabbit is Rich" (1981) .
Updike is not a novelist of ideas
but of mingled domestic
atmospheres and social
imtimations. But the mingling
makes it reasonable for the
readers who have made these
books bestsellers to ransack
them for social diagnoses.
Furthermore, Updike's timing
causes them to be seen as
summations of decades.
When we ffr=s .,-m
===
e.,......,_tt=Ir-,
he was 26. It was 1959 and
Updike remembers that
"Kerouac's 'On the Road' was
in the air, and a decade of
'dropping out' about to arrive,
and the price society pays for
unrestrained motion.was on my
mind." Updike kept returning
to Rabbit to explore America's
"unease."
The Rabbit we now rejoin (it
is December 1988) is
preoccupied with disasters,
such as terrorist destruction of
the airliner over Lockerbie and,
later, hurricane Hugo. "He, too,
is falling, helplessly falling,

realtsm ts not ltteral
photography. It need
not be literal, or even
in a sense, real is tic."
n•• •

toward death." Death by potato
chips.
The unbearable heaviness of
being Rabbit is both physical
and spiritual. He is fat,
emotionally logy and oppressed
by his vulgar gluttony. He has
taken to the desultory reading
of history, "that sinister mulch
of facts our little lives grow out
of before joining the mulch
themselves, the fragile brown
rotting layers of previous
deaths."
Updike has now written
1,700 pages about this
emotionally
stunted,
intellectually barren, morally
repulsive egotist whose selfabsorption lacks even the
fascination of large scale. His
life's work is an inherited
Toyota dealership ("Who could
ask for anything more?") that is
taken from him by the nononsense Japanese after his
son embezzles from it to feed
his cocaine habit. That
addiction is convincingly ,
depicted in all its hair-raising
squalor, but it is, in a sense,
less unnerving than Rabbit's
collapse of will as he nibbles
himself to death.
Rabbit, like all of us, is
moved by a mixture of physical
and moral promptings. But in
Rabbit, the latter are so weak
and the former so base, it is a
to
Updike' s
tr ib ute
craftsmanship that we want to
watch as Rabbit becomes a
comprehensive failure, as
husband, father, businessman,
man.
Updike is a realist in the
Americsan
tradition
of
Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair
Lewis and, recently, Tom Wolfe.
Updike does not believe, as
many less-read writers seem to,
that American life is so absurd
that it defeats the conventions
of realism.
Realism can be angry, but
only up to a point. There must
be a residue of car ing, even

affection, to move a writer to
engage reality. Sinclair Lewis
may have loathed George F.
Babbitt and his hometown of
Zenith, or the s mallness of
Gopher Prairie's Main Street,
but Le~is was angry because
they fell short of hopes he had
and standards they should have
had.
However, realism is not
literary photography: It need
not be literal, or even in a
sense, realistic.
The New York Times
reviewer calls "Rabbit at Rest"
Updike's "powerful critique o
America" and also a "supremely
eloquent Valentine to his
country." The Washington Post
calls it "a happy book; an
exultant hymn to the
inexhaustible vitality o
America." Well.
Updike calls it "a depressed
book about a depressed man,
written by a depressed man."
Updike knows that a novel is
like a child: It has a life of its
own. The author cannot control
how it and the world affect one
another. Toward the end,
Updike has Rabbit leading the
Fourth of July parade dressed
as Uncle Sam, and Rabbit
occasionally lets loose political
sentiments, about falling
bridges and rising debts. But
Updike may not have much on
his mind other than the literary
challenge of casting a cool eye
on the life, and now the death,
of a middle-class man.
But not a representative
man-n ot a metaphor for
America. Perhaps "Rabbit at
Rest" can be read as a
cautionary tale for America the
sclerotic, its arteries clogged
by dumb consumption. But
Updike who is one year older
than Rabbit and grew up where
Rabbit lived, in southeastern
Pennsylvania, may just be
interested in, and perhaps
depressed by, mortality.
Is America mortal? Maybe,
even probably, but not
imminently. As Updike once
said, "People run down, and
they confuse their condition
with the world's."

U.S. Cannot Tolerate "Naked Aggression Policy" of Hussein
conditions at home. The U.S.
responded because the west's
oil supply was threatened. The
The e are the fact : on U.S. responded because Kuwait
Augu t 2, Iraqi military forces asked us to and we are Kuwait's
invaded Kuwait, after Iraq's ally. The U.S. responded out of
dictator a sured th West that principle; the "we won't tolerate
he h d o territorial de igns on naked aggression policy."
All reasons in any conflict
his much smaller neighbor to
th
outh. President Bu h are moot except to those
hooled in the law who sort
re ponded by organizing an
the
mes out or try to justify
ation mandated
United
partit11lar
.
course of action
any
boycott of Iraq and by sending
Thi writer's
by
any
party.
U.. military force to Saudi
per
pective
is
that
the United
Arabia to confront the invading
Iraqi army a o the border in States should take certain
Kuwait. Other nations have actions to avoid undesirable
al o sent military forces in consequences in the future.
support of U.S. re olution The action to be taken should
be the termination of Saddam
ordering Iraq out of Kuwait.
There are numerous reasons Hussein's regime and the
behind th e dangerous and elimination of the Iraqi Baathist
d ad ly a tivitie . Their truth Party.
Failure to do such will result
and relevance dep nds upon
on e s own p r pectiv . The in any or a11 of the following
consequ nces:
Ir aq i's invad ed Kuwai t to di re
all viate cru hing econo mic Emboldened by his political.
By Daniel Buksa

As i tant New Editor

11

1'he actton to be
taken should be the
termination
of
Saddam Hussein and
the elimination of the
Iraqi Baathist Party."
victory over the United States,
Saddam Hussein will assert
himself as undisputed leader of
the Arab world. He will then
coerce his brethren to forcibly
remove the infidel's from the
holy land of Palestine. Israel
will respond in kind and threehundred million Arabs will die
in one huge nuclear holocaust.
Such a conflict would destroy
or leave unaccessible most of
the world's oil supply and
reserves. In addition, any
second r ate Third World
dictator will begin to take pot
shots at Uncle Sam. It won't be

safe for Americans to travel or
On H-hour (a moon-les s
do business in most parts of the night about 2200 hrs) cruise
world anymore.
missiles will be launched from
Therefore, this is how the the battleship Wisconsin and
situation will be taken care of. SAC bombers. Their targets
The plan is called Operation will be all hardened Iraqi
Night Camel. It will utilize command centers in Iraq, to
combined forces employing the include the Presidential Palace,
Land/ Air /Sea battle doctrine. the Parliament, the Baathist
On H hour - 48, special forces Party Headquarters, the
will be infiltrated into Kuwait defense and interior ministries,
and Iraq. Navy Seal units will and all known safe houses of
secure landing zones on the Saddam Hussein (supplied by
Kuwaiti coast, demolish the Massad).
At the same time, U.S. Navy
obstacles, and set ambushes.
Army Green Berets and CIA and Air Force aircraft, along
covert ops teams will establish with French and British
contact with Kuwaiti resistance aircraft, and aircraft flying due
in Kuwait, prepare ambushes, east with their Star of David
and harass Iraqi lines of supply markings painted over with
and communication in both U.S. markings will hit targets in
Iraq and Kuwait. Air-Naval Iraq and Kuwait. They will be
Gunfire Liaison (ANGLICO) the C3 targets: command ,
teams will take up positions in control and co mmunications .
Kuwait and Iraq, including AH Iraqi airfie lds will be
Bagh dad wi th their laser
guidance equipment.
see Buska,_page 7
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Student Profile: Ernie Knutzen ·
By Allison Hirsch
Er nest Knutzen, known by
many of his fellow classmates as
"Er nie," is a lL who has logged
more flight miles than any of us
will e ve r k now in a lifetime.
Wh ile he is on ly a temporary
Indiana res ident for th e
dur ation of his law school
career, the 60 year old Knutzen
and his wife Carole come from
25 miles nor th of Dura ngo ,
Colorado, near the Pergatory
Ski area.
Knutzen attended college at
the University of Colorado ,
Boulder cam pus, where h e
majore d
in
bu siness
management. After taking two
years
towards
his
undergraduate degree, star..ting
in 1948, Knutzen decided to
enlist in the Air Force, amidst
the Korean War. As part of the
war effort, Knu tzen went
through pilot training. While
working as a commercial pilot,
Knutzen
attend e d the
University's evening program in
1962 and graduated in 1966.
Knutzen was in the Air Force
for five year s, wh e r e he flew
jetfighter aircrafts and air
defense command. In 1955,
Knutzen left the air force and
went to work for United Airlines
where he served one year as a
flight engineer, five years as a
co-pilot, five years as a flight
instructor and ultimately served
as a United Airlines Captain for
23years.
111 1

I was flying the Pacific Ri m
countries," Knutzen continued.
"Hong Kong, Tokyo, Singapore,
Taiwan, Au stralia, Auckland,
New Ze ala nd.
I enjoye d
everyday on the airline, " he
stated.
Knutzen commented that "I
would still be there if it weren't
for the mandatory retirement
age. When you turn 60, they no
longer let you fly. I think that

lL Ernie Knutzen
ought to be changed in the next
five to ten years, at least adding
a couple of years. I'm happy to
be in law school , but I dearly
enjoyed flying," he said.
Knutzen and his wife have
four children . "Three of t he
children are on their own, and
we have one in his second year
of high school at Culver
Military Academy in Indiana,"
he said.
It was this proximity to his
son that was a deter mini ng
factor in his selection of VU's
School of Law. He explained
that "Culver is just 40 minutes

Greenwich Street Blues
By Charles E. Timrnerwilke
Columnist
"Strange days have found
-Jim Morrison, The
u ."
Doo
If Mr. Mojo Risin were alive
now, in the demented age of the
90's, he could revel in the keen
prophetic power of his words.
Sex i now a mean of death as
w 11 as procreation; the "Reagan
Years" are taking their
in vitable to11 and sending the
economy into the toilet; crack
mothers bear children addicted
to an evil drug; professional
sport ar played on plastic
gras in domed stadium$
(cities). (?)
Yes, truth is stranger than
fiction, and more brutal, too.
Those who
ridiculously
predicted a "warm fuzzy" type
plan t for the 90's have now
hibernated, remaining out of
ight for f ar of a public
flog 'ng.
d what are we to make
of thi ne decad in whi h
we have stumbled, full of
onfidence and blind to
decadence? The 80' ere the
decade of greed an left us the
memorable image of ]if!l
Bakker and Gordon Gecko.
And as the decade closed hady
wraith began emerging from
the doomed
L clo t, as a
forgetful actor left Wa hin on,
his play mercifully clo ing after
an eight year run.

away. vu also impressed me as
bei ng a small, supportive
university, and I really like the
small size. In addition, I liked
that they require you to take
Ethics. Most law schools don't
r equire you to take it," he
continued.
Knutzen has begun to
narrow his focus in achieving
his goal of earning a J.D: "My
inclination at this time is public
ser vice, public defender, or
legal aid. But there's alot o
opportunity in aviat ion law,
management, and
labor
relations. I was involved in the
Airplane Pilots Association and
know something about labor
relations, negotiations and
contract issues and strikes," he
continued.
Besides Knutzen's passion
for snow skiing, he plays tennis
and is an avid golfer. He
commented that "most of my
friends last a year on
retirement, doing their hobbies
everyday, but they eventually
go back to work. I'm not ready
to retire."
Knutzen suggests caution
for those students who are
considering law school and the
practice of law as a second
career.
"A lot of my friends still don't
know that I'm doing this," he
said.
"I know it's not for
everyone. But if you're willing
to work, and make youself
vulnerable againit's worth it. I
know it is for me.
b•ttrview cottdwdtd by AJlnJ Fore.
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Reality of Iraqi Conflict:
Relatives in the Military
By Stacey Strentz
Staff Writer
For most of us it is merely
the lead story in the news each
night or an issue we deal with
when we read the newspaper.
But for a lot of people,
Operatiqn Desert Shield in Iraq
is a daily reality, a daily worry.
There are many Americans
who deal with the reality of
their loved ones being in Iraq
on a daily basis.
Two lL's, Patrick Mayette
and Mark Hanson have
brothers who are serving in
Operation Desert Shield in
Iraq. For these two lL's there
is more to worry about than
Civil Procedure or Property,
they have the lives of their
brothers to worry about. The
threat of war in Iraq to them
doesn't merely concern
freedom and democracy, it
concerns the lives of men and
women. In talking to these
lLs, the Iraqi situation takes on
a very real, tangible side.
Mayette's brother is a 1st Lt.
in the Marine Corps. He has
been in Iraq since the last week
of August and will be there
through Christmas. Iraq has
become Mayette's brother
Chris' life. And through Chris,
Iraq has become a daily reality
for Mayette. Mayette holds his
ground saying that there is a
"strong need for the American

military presence in Iraq."
He feels that America must
defend the democratic way. "It
would be hypocritical for us not
to send troops over to Iraq,"
Mayette holds. His brother,
Chris, is very dedicated to the
cause also ; he would have
volunteered if he hadn't been
sent over.
Mayette writes his brother
often but it takes 18 days for a
letter to get there if it arrives at
all.
Hanson also has a brother in
Iraq, Gregory. Gregory is a
Master Sgt. in the Army
Reserve. He is married and
has two children. He was
activated this summer and left
for Iraq two weeks ago.
Unlike Mayette, who is firm
in his belief that we should be
in Iraq, Hanson questions, "if
we go to war with Iraq, what
will the American men and
women be fighting and dying
for?" . Hanson wonders if we
are merely acting as a kind of
mercenary army in Iraq, is it
really our way of life we are
fighting for?
As law students, we are very
insulated from the real day to
day world. The big world
issues seem as if they are
someone else's problem. Soon,
though, the Iraqi situation, if it
escalates to war, will not only
touch a few but will touch

an

our lives.

,....---=-----------------------,

Dressing for Success

By Lynn Malkowski
Undoubtedly, the 90's will a zoo and then fed a steady diet Contributor
provide more entertainment on of ice cream, beer and chocolate
When asked to write this
this majestic level. But I eclairs. He got paid 20 somearticle, my first thought was,
proposed that the 90's will not odd million for losing.
be a rerun of the 80's. The 90's ... Sylvester Stallone was "Sure, no problem." I tend to
will be the Decade of Strange, recently on a segment on CNN think that way. That is, until I
Strange Days, the "Strange about actors who also exhibit actually figure out that it will
Decade." For you doubters out art work. The caption under his take some time to do it, and I
haven't the slightest idea
th ere ... a few examples of the name said actor/artist.
pervading trangeness of which ... back to the Kuwait deaL CNN where I11 find such a precious
I speak. And if you're still not aired a segme nt in which the commodity as time. However, I
co n vince d ... who general theme was "it's a r eal ized that there was
cares ... Nostradamus predicted psychologically taxing to be a something I truly wanted to
that we won't make it to the big 'human shield'." Who would share with all of you, so it was
have guessed?
easy to shove a little of this
ol' 2000 anyway.
... the Oakland 1\s are not World aside and put a little of that off
until tomorrow.
... George Bush has already Series champions.
Last spring I sat in the
rewritten the definition of a war. ... Exxon has somehow escaped
o longer are wars fought with the public's death grip for its lounge and watched 2Ls and
guns, tanks, ships and planes. less than stellar efforts in the 3Ls parade through dressed for
Saddam Hussein and George Alaskan oil spill incident. We inter views. I was usually
Bush have been fighting a war are already under the spell of impressed at t h e fine
with videotapes. Undoubtedly, the strange.
appearance of the applicants.
one of the e tapes will be so . .. a television show about a here were times, however,
compelling that one side will cartoon family with a bumbling when I wished I could take
imply walk away from Kuwait father, a mother with her blue someone aside and suggest
and go home. VCR's are the hair done in a modified, three different clothing. I saw these
foot spike, a precocious people through the eyes of an
newest technological weapon.
... Madonna tries to "get out the dau~hter, and a soci<rpathic son employer and knew that they
vote by literally wrapping named Bart vies for the top would have to overcome an
he elf in the American flag and ratings each week. The f~ct th~t obstacle, their appearance,
little el e. And a Con titutional [ even know this dnvel 1s before they would be
Amendment was proposed for
trange in itself.
considered for employment.
imply burning the flag? ext, ... First year law students have hat is not to say that they
we'll have a Roseanne Barr been observed meticulously wouldn't be hired. Their
their
research credentials might be so good
comeback clad in a Stars and printing
Stripes bikini singing 'God assignments on the laser that no law firm in its right
printer. A few second year mind could turn them down.
Ble America' at a VA hospital.
... the man who crushed Mike students feel the need to he job market being what it
Ty on came out to defend the interview with each and every is, h()wever, I'rp afraid that's
hea
eight title of the world law firm visiting school. A few not the usual scenario.
Many of us resist that
looking like a Cape Water third year tudents still read the
Buffalo, captured, tamed, put in Forum.

notion and wish it weren't so.
In a perfect world, we would all
be judged exclusively on our
abilities as attorneys. We do
not Jive in such a world.
Decision makers have very
little time, so they learn short
cuts along the way and hope
that they are right more often
than wrong. Some of us are
going to be great attorneys,
edu cators and judges, but
because we find test taking
difficult, our transcripts may
not yet reveal our potential. On
the other hand, law firms base
a large par t of their decision
maki ng on transcripts. You
and I can't change that now; we
simply must do the best we can
with what we've got.
That is my th eme s ong!
We'r e not all be autiful or
athletic or handsome or slim,
but each of us has assets that
we can use to our advantage.
Find yours AND USE THEM.
I'm sure you've heard too
many times already that you
onlv ~et one chance to make a
"first impression." It's true, and
you'd be amazed (and perhaps
dismayed) to find out h ow
many people make judgments
based
on
those. first
impressions. Don't think for a
minute that you aren't being
judged from the moment an
inter viewer's eyes meet yours
until that final handshake at the
end of the meeting.
Since the re are more well
qualified ,applicants than there
see Malkowski, page 6
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Off Lincoln way.
By Ken Skolnik
Assistant Managing Editor
IN SEARCH OF 1HE
PERFECf DINER
One thing Valparaiso does
not have is a fine restaurant In
fact, when I describe Valparaiso
to people who aren't familiar
with it, I always raise the point
the Valpo has two McDonald's.
his always impresses the
uninformed.
Of course, there is Shakey's
and that Turkey-place, but both
do nothing for me. The search
for a fine meal on a weekend
night always brings me to the
North Side of Chicago.
Valpo does have one
redeeming culinary quality: the
diner. And when it comes to
diners, nobody does it better
than the Greeks. For what it is
worth, here are three of the
better "Cheap Eats." J.t\
ROUND the CLOCK v;;i
-at 217 East Lincolnway. Last
year,
the
restaurant
redecorated to bring it up to the
1980's!
The food and
atmosphere make it a
comfortable, mediocre meal.
is place is open for breakfast,
lunch and dinner. I like their
Chicken Breast Sandwich and
their Quasi-"Kosher" corned
beef (and when I say Kosher,
the meaning is different from
the Kosher I know). This place
does have quick service and
low prices.
.
Zikkos

estaurant

-on LincoJnway, across from
McDonald's. This big, bingo
parloresque place looks like a
hospital cafeteria built in a

0

0

.f!¥#t

former car dealer's salesroom.
They serve great fresh Greek
bread and also have good
Greek fare such as lemon rice
soup, gyros and spinach pie.
Service is not as quick as the
other places in town and may
make the short lunch a little
longer than usual. However,
this is a pleasant change from
the other diners. They also
serve dinner. Since I have
never had dinner here, I cannot
criticize it.
..
Jimmy's Cafe -on Michigan Ave. (No, not
that Michigan) in Downtown
Valpo.
This
quaint,
inexpensive, and friendly place
is by far my favorite in town.
The name "Jimmy" is not the
name of the owner but that of
his young son who hangs on
the wall overlooking the entire
restaurant. Jimmy's mom says,
"he thinks its fun now, but wait
until he has to work." The
service is good and it's hard to
spend more than $5 here.
Some of my favorites are the
waffles and pancakes, the
Athenian Village Salad, the
burgers, etc. Good homemade
pie for dessert as well. They
also make great coffee which
Alex Moskovic has made me
appreciate. They do not serve
dinner here, doors close at 3
p.m.
One last word. Go where
you like, but if you have never
been to Campus View or the
Viking Chili Bowl, you have
not missed anything.

Editor's disagreement: if you
ain't tasted the chili .at the Chili
Bowl, then you ain't tasted chili!

H eard 0 n Halloween
Tammy Walz
Staff Wn'ter
... Phil was Perfect as everyone's
favorite professor, and appeared
to have a plethora offun.
. . . VooDoo looked better in that
dress than most of us
would-possible BBD material?
. . . 3 cheers for Prof
Brockington , who faithfully
represents the faculty every year.
. . . Automatic's costume
appealed to the prurient
interests-hopefully it rema ined
censored at the end of the
evening.
. . . most inane 2L pick-up line:
"Excuse me, will you please make
out with my friend?"' No, I refuse
to claim him as one of my
students.
... great to see law geeks out on
the town, but we didn 't know
that they had h'me ta party and
read non-scholarly student
publications.
. .. Viv uinsfor best class parody
costume, and she wa s so
entertaining during Chuck's
closing too.
. . . given the Middle East
conflict, Ken's costume may soon
be VU 'L's male dress code, and
Ro. ie would love it.
... Tom and Noreen have given
up the job search and will be
starring in Saturday Night
Fever 3• instead.
. . . what a relief to ha ue
everyone (relativ ly) in control;

.

we mtght even be able to hold
another social function there, but
it's too bad law students need
law enforcement officers to
prevent tortious conduct.
. you've got to love tax, I
mean, we didn't know anything
about the Navajo language until
last week, and I always wanted
to take a linguistics course.

Faculty Profile: Laura Dooley The Forum
Daniel Buksa
Assistant News Editor
One of the new members of
the VU School of Law
community is Professor Laura
G. Dooley. She teaches Civil
Procedure to all first year
students.
Most recently a teaching
fellow at the University of
Chicago School of Law Dooley
has a strong backgr~und in
judicial clerking. Prior to her
fellowship at U of C she served
as clerk to the Hon~rable Pasco
Bowman, Fed. Ct. App. 8th
Cir. in Kansas City for one year.
She also spent two years as a
clerk in the Fed. Dist. Ct.
Western Dist. MO.
Dooley was born in Little
Rock, Arkansas and grew up in ·
Southern Missouri. She did her
undergraduate study at the
University of Arkansas,
majoring in Music and English.
Dooley related that she
intended to go to law school
before she entered college, so
she concentrated on developing
a broad background at the
undergraduate level.
While at the University of
Arkansas, Dooley studied piano
and voice. She also participated
in madrigal (Renaissance)
music choir. She is further
accomplisned in most key board
instruments, including the
harpsichord. Practice with
these instruments serves as a
hobby for her.
Dooley received her Juris
Doctorate from Was · ng on
Univer s ity Law School in St.
Louis. While in law school,
Dooley wrote for a law journal
and participated in moot court.
She ~lso became in.terested in
teachmgla~attha~tim~.
-.
Dooley s specialty m law Is
Civil Procedure. She said that
her interest in Civil Procedure
originates from a desire to
understand the way courts
interact.
''I'm especially
interested in the balance of
power between federal and state
courts she added. Dooley
wants to dispel the myth that
Civil Procedure is boring. She
stated that "understanding the

how and why of the mechanics
of the law serves as a basis for
more fully understanding the
law." Dooley enthusiastically
undertakes this approach when
instructing her first year
students.
An area of personal interest
to Dooley is habeas corpus, in
conjunction with prisoner's
rights. Dooley stated that "she
is bothered by a state's ability to
control vindication of a

... have a safe and restful
Thanksgiving break and don't
stress out roo much. Remember
to give thanks that you're almost
done, half-way done, or almost a
1.5L

Enjoy a blessed and relaxing
Christmas break (you deserve
it!J, and please drive safely- in
the words of Grandpa Cromley,
"We want to see you all back nert
Y ar.n

HAPPY HOliDAYS!!

believe that their clients will
not relate well to you, they
simply won't take the chance,
nor will they take the time to
train you in the art of the well
dressed professional.
Here's the bottom line:
1. Be clean about your
person and your clothes. You'd
be surprised how noticeable a
small spot can be on a shirt,
blouse, suit or (God forbid) tie.
Polish your shoes.
2. Be well groomed. Have
neat hair. Men, get regular
trims, (including facial hair
which is best limited to
mustaches for now). Women
keep your hair in a style that is
not going to go all frizzy on
you. It's distracting.

SCHOOL OF

LAW

Allen Fore

Editor-in-Chief
Alex Moskovic

M_anaging Editor
Prof. Laura Dooley
prisoner's federal rights." "One
of her future goals," Dooley
related, "is to do pro bono work
for prisoners, filing habeas
corpus petitions." Dooley is also
interested in politics. Said
Dooley, "I'm very concerned
about the quality and character
of who is minding the
governmental shop of today,
and something needs to be done
about it."
When not teaching Civil
Procedure, Dooley serves on
the VU School of Law
Placement Committee. Her
ar a o exp r· i e i
e i
students obtain clerkships . . "I
am very willing to assist any
interested student," stated
Dooley. She is also coaching
the Environmental Moot Court
team, which will participate in a
national competition t his
February in New York.
Dooley also has an active
family life, taking care of her
two year old daughter. Dooley
lives in the Valparaiso area with
her husband, daughter, and dog.
"I enjoy this area," said Dooley,
"and I am excited to have the
opportunity to teach at
Valparaiso University Jaw
school."

~-~-------------------~

. . we all love acronyms, and
were so happy to learn how auto
insurance relates to hazardous
waste disposal.

.m.,J
mJ
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. .. 3L's did not have group
interviews this week - it was r--=:::------==-==---~=--------------,---.
graduation mug shot time.l
We've dreamed about having our
pictures on the wall for years.
... sources reveal that Big AJ is MalkowskiJ/rom page 5
a better K-student than most lL's are jobs available, interviewers
playing hookey with chicken pox. must eliminate some. If they

Founded 1969

3. While we all like .to wear
some fragrance, please don't
overdo it. Be very frugal! How
did you feel the last time you
had to sit in a closed room with
someone wearing too much
fragrance?
4. I'm sure you all know
this , bu t it bears repeating.
Wear a dar k suit - me n and
women. While a specific color
is not mandator y, navy blue,
black and dark gray are still the
best choices. Men, wear white
shirts; you'll have plenty of
time later to liven up your
wardrobe and make that all
important fashion statement.
Ladies, the color of your
blouse is not critical, though
white is always safe, just keep
them tailored. Soft bows and
other trims are acceptable, but

see MalkowskiJ page 7
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Spare A Brownie? Volleyball Kills with a Smash
By Drew Dillworth
Sports Editor
On Sunday, October
21st, at 7 a.m., as most were
enjoying an extra hour of
nocturnal bliss, I found myself
in Chicago with many layers
draping over my integument, as
mist poured out of my mouth.
(lf this is reminisce of Carl Eller
you get the point). Anyway,
with a gun blast my attention
was drawn to the eleven
thousand people beginning the
Chicago Marathon. That is no
misprint, 11,000 runners
logging 26 miles each; a grand
total of 286,000 miles to be run
before noon. (come to think of
it, it seems surprising that
Mayor Daly didn't set up more
toll booths to generate income).
More amazing were
some of the entrants. There
was an 86 year old woman; a
man pushing his new born ;
people in wheel chairs; and an
eight year old walking on his
hands while feeding himself
with his feet. But two of the
most note runners were 3L's

Jeff Mortier and Rick "Mr."
Wright. Not only did these two
men finish the race (did I
mention the 26 mile part yet)
but both recorded excellent
times.
Mortier, running for his first
marathon, finished in three
hours and five minutes. This
was fast enough to qualify Jeff
for the Super Bowl of
Marathons,
the
Boston
Marathon.
Mortier was
especially pleased with his time
since he was in a neck brace
until a few days before the race.
Mortier was involved in a car
accident only a month ago but
felt well enough to shed the
brace, and doctors' requests,
and run the race anyway.
Wright also finished in
excellent time. Though he was
9 minutes shy of qualifying for
Boston (3 hours 10 minutes is
the cut-ofO, Rick felt good about
his third marathon in as many
years.
All in all the day was a good
experience. With luck we will
once again be represented in
such an event next year.

Which way is the Bus to Milwaukee?
Jay Hoffman
Staff Writer and "The Forum's
resident George Plimpton"

However, "Gross Negligence"
remained undaunted, and came
back quickly in the second half
to score three powerful goals on
On a brisk fall afternoon, two efforts by Drew "Da East Coast
soccer teams came out fighting, Flash" Dilworth and Steve
yet only one emerged winning "Reach for the" Gould, scoring
and grinning. The VU School of two and one goals respectively.
Law soccer team, "Gross As Dilworth drove his second
Negligence," soundly defeated goal home, it is rumored he
Sigma Phi Epsilon to both clinch shouted, "THIS ONE'S FOR
the I.M. Soccer Championship ROLLIE AND THE BOYS IN
and close a glory-filled, PHILLY." Gould's experience
undefeated season.
.
and Dilworth's superior
The first half was a defensive conditioning clearly aided them
battle as both teams had a in their success. Also, team
difficult time advancing the ball. keeper, Angelo Spyratos,
An Alex Moskovic goal was demonstrate exemplary prowess
negated by the officials on a around the goal.
hand-use call . When the goal
The team members wish not
was disaliowed, the normally
reserved I.M. soccer crowd only to thank the law students
began to question the loyalties who attended the final game, but
of the officials by comingling also to ask, "where were you the
of
the
season?"
swear words and maternal re s t
epithets in the direction of the Congratulations gentlemen on a
job well done.
referees.

Buska, from page 4
rendered inoperative and total
air superiority will be achieved
by H + 24 hrs. All strategic Iraqi
weapons, such as missiles and
chemical plants will be among
the first targets destroyed.
A massive artillery barrage
will commence against the Iraqi
lines at H hour. The 82nd
Airborne Division will be
parachuted into Iraq, ju t north
of th Kuwaiti border, wh re the
Iraqi' hav position d their
elite
Republic
Guards,
numberin
om
250,000
troops. The 2d will be joined
by the 101 Airmobile Division
which will be in erted by
helicopter.
Th e 24th Mechanized
Division will then sla h through
the Iraqi line following the
ar tillery barrage. They will
swing north-east in a crescent
motion, not engaging the Iraqi's

Kuwait, but rapidly moving
north to join up with the 82d
and 101st in encircling the
Republican Guards.
Once the circle is closed,
nothing gets ou t.
After
achieving air superiority, the air
uni ts will proceed to pummel
ever ything and anything in the
circle. No pr isoners will be
taken.
At H hour, following the
artillery barrage, the 7th
Marine Expeditionary Brigade,
with the Briti h 7th Armoured
Regim , the French Foreign
Legion and French paratroopers
will as ault the Iraqi lines in
Kuwait. Their destination is
Kuwait City. Along with them
will be the Kuwaiti forces that
had previou ly escaped the Iraqi
inva ion. The emir's forces will
be given the honor of "retaking
Kuwait City for it public
relations value.
Egyptian and Syrian forces

By Lorin Schuchardt
Assistant Sports Editor
This year the law school is
represented by four I.M. Co-ed
volleyball teams: Corpus
Delecti, Tom's Team, Christian
Legal Society (C.L.S.) and last
year's second place finishers
Hops and Barley.
Going into the playoffs
which started last week, only

Corpus Delecti failed to qualify.
The favorite would seem to be
Tom's Team which has
compiled a perfect 18-0 record
and will face off against "The
Attitude." Tom's Team is
composed of third year's Julie
Holm, Shauna Reitz, Bob Vann,
Chris Stride and of course Tom
Harmon. This could set the
stage for a potential all law
school final if the teams can

lL Jim Janssen Oeft) and 2L Lorin Schurchardt: I'll
leave this to your sick imagination; go with it.

Pllo!ObyD.Lalon•

live up to their billing.
In the Certs/Trident 4 on 4
co-ed volleyball tournament
held Friday Oct. 25, the law
school team "Spring Break"
swept through the competition
on its way to winning the
tournament and qualifying for
the regionals to be held in
March at Ohio State University.
The team was lead by the
serving of 2L's Betty Bezak and
Lorin Schuchardt the hitting of
1L Jim Janssen and the setting
of 1L Cindy Brunswick as they
defeated the competition in
straight sets.
On the basketball court, the
law school is represented by
Delta Theta Phi. So far the
team is 1-1 as they opened the
season with a 70-64 win over
the Pikes before they lost 42-38
to Phi Sigs, in a game where
they were without the
leadership of Captain Bob
Vann, due to car problems.
The team will have two more
games before the regular
season begins fol1owing
Thanksgiving Break.

very carefully. Daytlme looks
are subtle. If you have little or
no experience with make-up
there are a number of choices.
I noticed a car in our parking
lot the other day that had a
"Mary Kay Cosmetics" decal in
e windo . Th y h ve good
products and a part of their
service is to help you choose
the right colors for you and
teach them how to apply them.
You may go to a good
department store and have one
of the cosmetic consultants
give you a free lesson, go to a
beauty salon that has a
specialist in make-up, or find a
friend whose judgment you
trust and ask for their help.
7. One point of courtesy. Be
aware of your handshake .
Either party may offer their
hand first, man or woman. As a
woman, I like to take the
initiative, because it helps to
diffuse the awkwardness that
some men feel about whether

they should shake hands w1th a
woman. Men and women,
remember to grip firmly, but
not too hard. There is nothing
worse
than
a
wimpy
handshake. A firm grip says
that you are an assertive
person, ready to deal with
anything that comes along.
8. One last remark. Try to
relax. The interviewer is
probably just as nervous as you
are, so if you have a good
presence the interviewer will
be able to relax and will
appreciate you.
GOOD LUCK FROM A
FELLOW lAW SfUDENT!

wi11 follow the other units and the southern part of the
mop up any pockets of Iraqi country.
Operation Night Camel
resistance. These forces are
more likely to capitulate to should be completed within
fellow Arabs rather than ninety-six hours . American
westerners. These Iraqi forces casualties should be no more
in Kuwait are also not the best than a thousand dead and five
the
Ir aq i' s
h ave;
the thousand wounded. Allied
aforementioned Republican casualties will be similar. Even
if casualties are heavier, this
Guards are.
Also at H-hour, Mar ine action is necessary.
Some source s, citing
forces in the Gulf, will
commence landing operations conventional military wisdom,
on the strategic islands of also state that we should not
Bubiyan and Warba as well as take any military action until we
securing the Kuwaiti coastal have at least a three to one
areas. They will then press on majority in forces over the
to Kuwait City as well. They Iraqi's. If this is the case, there
will be supported by the guns will never be any military
of the U.S.S . Wisconsin and action. The Israeli's have
Marine and Navy airpower in shown that it is very possible to
wage successful m ilitar y
the Gulf.
Turkish and Syrian forces operations against Arab· forces,
will engage Iraqi forces along while being outnumbered.
their respective boarders to There is no reason why we
prevent any of those Iraqi can't do the same.
Less the rea de r g et t h e
troops from reinforcing those in

impression that this writer is
implying that war is some kind
of glorious exercise, that notion
needs to be laid to rest. This
writer has personal experience
of military operations that were
conducted in peace time. They
are not pleasant No one needs
to be told that war is an ugly,
nasty, and deadly business.
To avoid it at all costs,
however, invites the individual,
or society, to be subjected to
whim s of any conquering foe.
And that is even less desirable.

Malkowski, from page 6
be wary of any sort of frill or
lace, as it could detract from
your professional look. I would
also recommend that you never
wear a dress.
5. Men, I know your biggest
concern is the color and style
of your tie. I'm told by a very
good source that power ties are
OUT. My suggestion is to get a
CURRENT copy of Forbes
magazine and look at the ties
the men with the truly highpower positions are wearing.
DO NOT look at the men in the
entertainment field. Their
positions are completely
different than the one you
want. (Another choice is to
look to men who come from
really "old money" and see
what they are wearing. No
doubt, they'll be wearing the
classic styles which are always
in good taste and send the
message you want to send.)
6. Ladies, wear make-up
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